Virtual Showing Guide

How to Schedule a Virtual Showing:
Step 1: Select the property you want to show and click the ‘schedule a showing’ button in your MLS
platform (ShowingTime Appointment Center and ShowingTime Front Desk users can select the
property from within their ShowingTime product).
Step 2: Within ShowingTime, select a date and time for the appointment from the times available on
the calendar. This will prompt the appointment details screen to appear.
Step 3: Select Virtual Showing as the type of appointment. You have the option to add a note for
the listing agent where you can indicate what streaming video technology you and your client would
prefer to use. The listing agent will receive this information along with the showing request.

The Virtual Showing appointment type
will be indicated in the Listing Activity
Report to most accurately reflect all
showing information for the listing.
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Frequently Asked Questions:
What is a virtual showing?
A virtual showing is when the buyer and showing
agent view the property, but are not physically
present at the location.
•

Real-Time Video Showing: The showing is
conducted using streaming video technology.

•

Recorded Video Showing: Any type of home
walkthrough that was prerecorded. The video
can be shared using a video hosting platform.

•

Virtual Tour Showing: An agent creates a
360-degree view of a property online using a
virtual tour platform.

How are virtual showings different than a
standard showing?
In terms of the system, the process the showing
agent and the listing agent goes through is the
same. This appointment type is a new label so
that all notifications will clearly state that this is
a Virtual Showing rather than a Showing, 2nd
Showing, or 3rd Showing.

Why should I use ShowingTime to facilitate a
virtual showing?
By using ShowingTime to facilitate virtual
showings, listing agents can accept appointments,
track all activity on the listing, request feedback
and more.
Recorded videos and virtual tours are often used
as marketing tools to increase buyer interest and
engagement. When leveraged with ShowingTime,
listing agents can require a confirmed showing
appointment to view these tours, which can be
tracked to provide meaningful activity reports for
clients. This also allows listing agents to identify
legitimate buyers planning to make a purchase.
Who is the camera person for a real-time
video showing?
•

Listing Agent: If the seller leaves their home
but the showing agent is unable to physically
go to the home, the listing agent will be the
camera person.

Does the listing agent still have control as to
who accesses the home?
Yes – however, once the appointment is
confirmed the access details from the listing
worksheet will be shared with the Showing Agent.

•

Seller: In most areas where “shelter in place”
is being enforced, the seller will be the camera
person with the listing agent, showing agent
and the buyer on the video call. The listing
agent should address any questions during
the showing.

Can the listing agent set a property to only allow
virtual showings?
Not yet, but it’s currently in development. When
this feature is live, listing agents will be able to set
a listing to virtual showings only.

•

Showing Agent: If the buyer cannot physically
attend the showing but the showing agent
can and in-person showings are allowed, the
showing agent will be the camera person. This
is common for agents who traditionally work
with military or out-of-state clients.
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